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ARTINIAN SUBRINGS OF A
COMMUTATIVE RING

ROBERT GILMER AND WILLIAM HEINZER

Abstract. Given a commutative ring R, we investigate the structure of the

set of Artinian subrings of R . We also consider the family of zero-dimensional

subrings of R. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order that

every zero-dimensional subring of a ring be Artinian. We also consider closure

properties of the set of Artinian subrings of a ring with respect to intersection

or finite intersection, and the condition that the set of Artinian subrings of a

ring forms a directed family.

1. Introduction

Suppose R is a commutative ring with unity element. We consider here

various properties of the family sf of Artinian subrings of R and the family

Z of zero-dimensional subrings of R . We remark that the inclusion s? ç Z

may be proper, even if R is Noetherian; for example, Corollary 3.4 implies

that if K is an infinite field of positive characteristic, then the local principal

ideal ring K[X]/(X2) contains a zero-dimensional subring that is not Artinian.

Of course, if every subring of R were Noetherian, the families sf and Z

would be identical. Thus one source of motivation for this work comes from

papers such as [Gi, Wi, W2, GHi, GH3] that deal with Noetherian and zero-

dimensional pairs of rings, hereditarily Noetherian rings, and hereditarily zero-

dimensional rings. Another source of motivation is related to our work in

[GH3], where we considered several problems concerning a direct product of

zero-dimensional rings. One result (Theorem 6.7) in [GH3] poses the problem

of determining equivalent conditions on a zero-dimensional quasilocal ring S

in order that the family of all Artinian subrings of S should form a directed

family; we address this problem in §5.

Section 2 deals with the problem of determining what rings contain an Ar-

tinian or a zero-dimensional subring. In §3 we determine in Theorem 3.2 those

pairs R ç S of rings with R Artinian such that each zero-dimensional subring
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of S containing R is Artinian, and Theorem 3.6 characterizes those rings T

such that each zero-dimensional subring of T is Artinian.
Section 4 treats the question of whether the set sf of Artinian subrings of

R is closed under finite or arbitrary intersection. For any ring R, the set Z of

zero-dimensional subrings of R is closed under arbitrary intersection [GH4],

and it is known that sf is closed under arbitrary intersection if R is reduced.

We show that in general sf is not closed under finite intersection. Moreover, by

using properties of Steinitz numbers, absolutely algebraic fields, and coefficient

fields, we prove in Theorem 4.6 that sf may be closed under finite intersection,

but not under arbitrary intersection.

Under what conditions is the set sf directed? This question is addressed in

§5, which contains Corollary 5.11, the main result of the paper. Corollary 5.11

states that if T is a hereditarily zero-dimensional ring with Spec T finite, then

sf is directed, and in fact, sf is closed under finite compositum. The proof of

Corollary 5.11 uses results of Cohen [Cx] concerning the structure of complete

local rings.
All rings we consider are commutative and have a unity element. If R is a

subring of S, we assume the unity of S is contained in /?, and hence is the

unity of R. We use char/? to denote the characteristic of a ring R, and \X\

to denote the cardinality of a set X. If R is a ring, we use N(R) to denote

the nilradical and J(R) the Jacobson radical of R. The ring R is said to be

reduced if N(R) = (0). If R is a subring of a ring S, then an S-overring of

R is a subring of S containing R.
We use Z and Z+ , respectively, to denote the set of integers and the set of

positive integers, and Q to denote the field of rational numbers.
If R is a subring of a ring S, then (R, S) is said to be a zero-dimensional

pair if each subring of S containing R is zero-dimensional. If R is a zero-

dimensional subring of a zero-dimensional ring S, it is observed in [CH3] that
(i) (R, S) is a zero-dimensional pair if S is a finitely generated i?-algebra, and

(ii) (R, S) is a zero-dimensional pair if and only if S is integral over R . If

n is the prime subring of a ring R, and if (n, R) is a zero-dimensional pair,
then the ring R is said to be hereditarily zero-dimensional.

We acknowledge with thanks several helpful comments Mark Johnson has

made regarding the contents of this paper.

2. Zero-dimensional and Artinian subrings

If a ring R has positive characteristic, then the prime subring n of R is an
Artinian ring, so the family of Artinian subrings of R is nonempty. However,

many rings of characteristic zero, such as Z, do not admit any Artinian or even

any zero-dimensional subrings. We begin (Proposition 2.2) by observing that

this also holds for finitely generated extension rings of Z, but first we record

the following well-known and useful fact in the consideration of subrings and

extension rings of a ring.

Result 2.1. If R is a subring of a ring S and P is a minimal prime of R, then

there exists a prime ideal Q of S such that Q n R = P. Thus there exists a

minimal prime Q of S with this property. If R is zero-dimensional, then the

map Spec(S) -+ Spec(Z?) associated with the extension R ç S is surjective.
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Proof. This follows immediately from the observation that U = R - P is a

multiplicatively closed subset of S.

Proposition 2.2. If R is a Hilbert ring of positive dimension and T is a finitely

generated extension ring of R, then R admits no zero-dimensional T-overring.

In particular, if T is a finitely generated extension ring of Z, then T does not

contain a zero-dimensional subring.

Proof. Assume that S is a zero-dimensional L-overring of R. Let Po be a

minimal prime of R such that dim(R/P0) > 0. By Result 2.1, there exists a

prime ideal F of S such that PnR = Po, and a prime ideal Q of T such that
Q n S = P. Since S is zero-dimensional, if M is a maximal ideal in T that

contains Q, then M n S = P. Therefore M n R = P0 , so that T/M is a field
and an extension ring of R/Po ■ Since R/Po is Hilbert, it follows that T/M

is not finitely generated as an algebra over R/Po (cf. [G3, Theorem 31.8]), and

therefore T is not finitely generated as an extension ring of R.

The statement concerning Z in Proposition 2.2. can be generalized as fol-

lows. If T is a ring, then as in [GH3], we denote by W(T) the set of numbers

that are characteristics of residue fields of T. Observe that for a positive prime
integer p £ Z, p £ W(T) if an only if p is a unit of T; hence if H is the

multiplicative system in Z generated by {p : p fi W(T)}, then ZH is a subring

of T. If ^(T) is infinite, then Z# is a Hilbert ring of positive dimension, and

hence by Proposition 2.2, T has no zero-dimensional subring if T is finitely

generated over Z#.

Proposition 2.3. If each residue field of the ring T has characteristic zero, then T

contains an isomorphic copy of Q. In particular, a zero-dimensional quasilocal

ring T of characteristic zero contains an isomorphic copy of Q.

Proof. In the notation of the paragraph preceding the statement of (2.3), W(T)

= {0} and H = Z - (0). Therefore ZH = Q Q T. If T is zero-dimensional
quasilocal of characteristic 0, if M is the maximal ideal of T, and if

char(T/M) = c, then the element c e T is nilpotent, hence 0, and Q is
contained in T by the first assertion in (2.3).

Concerning the structure of zero-dimensional rings with finite spectrum, the

following result is Corollary 5.5 of [GH3].

Result 2.4. If S is a zero-dimensional ring with finite spectrum, then there exists

an Artinian subring R of S such that (R, S) is a zero-dimensional pair. In

particular, S is a directed union of Artinian subrings.

Remark 2.5. (i) If a ring R is indecomposable (or equivalently, if Spec/? is

connected), then any zero-dimensional subring of /? is quasilocal. This is im-

mediate from the fact that an indecomposable ring has no nontrivial idem-

potents, while a zero-dimensional ring with more than one prime ideal has a

nontrivial idempotent.
(ii) More generally, we note the following: (a) A ring with only a finite number

of idempotents is a finite direct sum of indecomposable ideals (and conversely),

(b) A finite direct product of k nonzero indecomposable rings has exactly 2k

idempotents. It follows that if a ring S is the direct sum of n nonzero in-
decomposable ideals, then S has exactly 2" idempotent elements. If R is a
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zero-dimensional subring of S, then /? has only finitely many idempotents,

and hence, by (a), is a direct sum of m nonzero indecomposable ideals, which

must be quasilocal as rings by part (i) above. Hence /? has m maximal ideals

and 2m < 2" idempotents. Thus a zero-dimensional subring of S has at most

n maximal ideals.
(iii) A zero-dimensional reduced ring S with only finitely many idempotents

is Artinian. This follows because (i) and (ii) imply that S is a finite direct

sum of indecomposable ideals S, ; each S, is zero-dimensional, quasilocal and

reduced, and hence is a field.
An observation in [GH3] is in the nature of a partial converse to the above

remarks. It is true in general that if R is a subring of S, then each nonzero

element of W(S) is contained in W(R). Of course, it may happen that 0 £

W(S) - fê(R), (for example, consider R = Z ç Q = S), and in general it may

happen that W(S) is a proper subset of W(R), but &{R) = W(S) if /? is
zero-dimensional. Hence if R is a zero-dimensional subring of S, then /? has

at least |^(S)| maximal ideals. This implies that there exist zero-dimensional

rings such as

S = TT{Z//?Z : p varies over an infinite number of distinct primes }

that do not have any Artinian subrings. (If S contained an Artinian subring

R, then %?(R) would be finite. But zero-dimensionality implies f(/?) = &(S),

and ^(S) is infinite.)
It is interesting to observe that another infinite product of finite rings yields

a ring T with ^(T) finite such that T does not contain a zero-dimensional

subring.

Proposition 2.6. Let p be a fixed prime number and let

00

T = Y[Z/pnZ.
n=\

Then W(T) = {p}, but T does not contain any zero-dimensional (and therefore

any Artinian) subring.

Proof. Since /(/) = Y\Z\ J(Z/P"%), P e /(/), and hence W(T) = {p}.
Because T has characteristic zero, the prime subring of T is Z. It is shown

in [GH2, Example 5] that if / is the direct sum ideal

OO

/ = ©z/yz
n=\

and S is the subring Z + / of T, then S is an integral extension of Z that

is not a subring of a zero-dimensional ring. If / contains a zero-dimensional

subring R, then the integral closure of R in T is still zero-dimensional and

is a L-overring of S. This contradicts the fact that S is not a subring of

a zero-dimensional ring. Therefore T does not contain any zero-dimensional

subrings.

An alternative to the latter part of the proof above is the following. Observe

that if /? is a zero-dimensional ring of characteristic zero, then 0 £ W(R).

This is clear from the fact that Z c /? implies that there exists a prime of /?

lying over (0) in Z. But as noted above, if R is a zero-dimensional subring
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of a ring T, then fë(R) = W(T), which contradicts the fact also noted above

that W(T) = {p}.

Remark 2.7. If a ring R admits a zero-dimensional (resp. Artinian) sub-

ring, then it is clear that any homomorphic image of /? also admits a zero-

dimensional (resp. Artinian) subring. From this observation and the fact that

the families sf and Z are closed under taking finite direct products, it fol-

lows that if /? = /?!©■••©/?„, then R has a zero-dimensional (resp. Artinian)

subring if and only if each /?, has a zero-dimensional (resp. Artinian) subring.

Concerning subrings of an indecomposable ring, the following is an immedi-

ate consequence of (2.3)-(2.5).

Result 2.8. Assume that R is an indecomposable ring. If R contains a zero-

dimensional subring, then R also contains an Artinian subring. If R is of

characteristic zero and contains a zero-dimensional subring, then Q is a subring

ofR. If a ring S is a finite direct sum ofindecomposable ideals and if S admits

a zero-dimensional subring, then S also admits an Artinian subring.

3. Rings for which each zero-dimensional subring is Artinian

If T is a ring, then each Artinian subring of T is, of course, zero-dimensional.

The converse fails, but in this section we determine the class of rings T for

which, conversely, each zero-dimensional subring is Artinian. Following models

in [Wi, GHi, GH3], we also consider this concept in the more general context

of the set of all zero-dimensional /"-overrings of a fixed subring /? of T. In

this regard, we introduce two definitions. If /? is a subring of T, we say that

the pair (/?, T) satisfies (ZA) if there exists a zero-dimensional T-overring of

/? and if each zero-dimensional L-overing of /? is Artinian. We say that a

ring /? satisfies (ZA) if the pair (n, R) satisfies (ZA), where n is the prime
subring of /?. We note that what might be called hereditarily Artinian rings and

Artinian pairs of rings are characterized in Theorems 4.10 and 4.12, respectively,

of [GH3].

Result 3.1. If the pair (/?, T) satisfies (ZA), then T has only finitely many
idempotents.

Proof. Let S be a zero-dimensional L-overring of /? and let E be the set

of idempotent elements of T. Then S[E] is integral over S, hence zero-

dimensional, therefore Artinian. Consequently, S[E] has only finitely many

idempotents and the set E is finite.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose T is a ring and R is an Artinian subring. Then (R, T)

satisfies (ZA) if and only if T has only finitely many idempotents and the

nilradical N(T) = N of T is a finitely generated R-module.

Proof. Assume first that TV is a finitely generated /?-module and let S be a

zero-dimensional T-overring of /?. Then N n S is an Artinian /?-module,

hence an Artinan S-module. Thus, to show that S is Artinian, it suffices to

show that Sf(NnS) is an Artinian S-module, or equivalently, that S/(Nr\S)

is an Artinian ring. Now N n S is the nilradical of S, so S/(N n S) is a zero-

dimensional reduced subring of T/N, a ring with only finitely many idempo-

tents since the map e -» e + N is known to be a bijection of the idempotents

of T onto the idempotents of T/N (cf. [L, p. 72]). Consequently, S/(NC)S)
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has only finitely many idempotents, and part (3) of Proposition 2.9 implies that

S/(NnS) is Artinian.
Conversely, assume that (/?, T) satisfies (ZA). Result 3.1 shows that T

has only finitely many idempotents. The ring S = R + N is a zero-dimensional
r-overring of /?, and hence is Artinian. Therefore Nk = (0) for some k e Z+ ,
and to show that N is a finitely generated /?-module, it suffices to show that

N'~x/N' is a finitely generated /?-module for 2 < i < k. Now N'~x/N'

is finitely generated as an S-module and as an S/N-module, where S/N =

(/? + N)/N ~ R/(NnR). Since (TVn/?)#''-' C Nl, it follows that N^/N* is
a finitely generated /?-module, as we wished to show.

Since a module M over an Artinian ring is finitely generated if and only if

M has finite length, we note that in the statement of (3.2), the condition that

N is finitely generated as an /?-module can be replaced by the condition that

N has finite length as an /?-module.

In the statement of Proposition 3.3, use is made of the following result proved

in [GH4]. If {SJ^gA is a nonempty family of zero-dimensional subrings of a

ring S, then f]^ Sx is zero-dimensional. This implies that if /? is a subring
of S such that /? admits a zero-dimensional S-overring, then there exists a

unique minimal zero-dimensional S-overring R° of /?.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose that R is a subring of S and that R admits a zero-

dimensional S-overring. Let R° denote the minimal zero-dimensional S-over-

ring. Then the following are equivalent.

(1) (R,S) satisfies (ZA).
(2) S has only finitely many idempotents, R° is Artinian, and N(S) is a

finitely generated RQx-module (or equivalently, N(S) is an R?-module of

finite length).

Proof. Since it is clear that (/?, S) and (R°, S) simultaneously satisfy (ZA),
Proposition 3.3 follows immediately from Result 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.4. Assume that char /? ^ 0.  Then R satisfies (ZA) if and only if

R has only finitely many idempotents and N(R) is finite.

Proof. Let n denote the prime subring of /?. By assumption n is a finite ring.
Thus Corollary 3.4 follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that,

by definition, /? satisfies (ZA) if and only if (n, R) satisfies (ZA).

In the statement of our next result, Theorem 3.5, we use the fact noted in

Result 2.8 that an indecomposable ring of characteristic zero that contains a
zero-dimensional subring contains Q.

Theorem 3.5. Suppose S is an indecomposable ring of characteristic zero such

that S admits a zero-dimensional subring. Then S satisfies (ZA) if and only

if N(S) is a finite-dimensional vector space over Q.

Proof. Suppose first that N(S) is a finite-dimensional vector space over Q, and

let /? be a zero-dimensional subring of S. By Remark 2.5(i), /? is quasilocal.

Proposition 2.3 shows that Q is a subring of /?. To show that R is Artinian,

it suffices, by Cohen's Theorem, to show that N(R) is finitely generated as an

ideal of R (cf. Theorems 1 and 2 of [C2]). This follows since N(R) is a Q-
subspace of N(S), hence finitely generated as a vector space over Q, and hence

finitely generated as an ideal of R.
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Suppose, conversely, that S satisfies (ZA). Then Q + N, where N = N(S),

is a zero-dimensional subring of S, and hence is Artinian. Choose k £ Z+ so
that Nk = (0). For 1 < /' < k — 1, N'/Nl+l is a finite-dimensional vector

space over (Q + N)/N ~ Q, so N is also finite dimensional as a vector space

over Q.

Theorem 3.6. A ring S satisfies (ZA) if and only if S is a finite direct product

of indecomposable rings, each of which satisfies (ZA).

Proof. If S satisfies (ZA), then S has only finitely many idempotents by Re-

sult 3.1, and hence is a direct sum

s = Si e • • • © sk,

where the S, are indecomposable as rings. By Remark 2.7, each S, has a

zero-dimensional subring. Fix i and a zero-dimensional subring /?, of S, ; we

wish to show that /?, is Artinian. Thus, for j ^ i, choose a zero-dimensional

subring Rj of S,. Then Rx © ■ • • © Rk is a zero-dimensional subring of S,

hence Artinian, so in particular, /?, is Artinian.

Conversely, assume that S = Si ©• • -®Sk , where each of the rings S, satisfies

(ZA). Again (2.7) implies that S contains a zero-dimensional subring. Let e¡

denote the identity element of S,, and let R be a zero-dimensional subring

of S. Then Re¡ is a zero-dimensional subring of S,, and hence is Artinian,

for each i. Thus Re¡ © • • • ©Rek = R[ex, ... , ek] is Noetherian and a finitely

generated /?-module. Consequently /? is zero-dimensional and Noetherian by

Eakin's Theorem [E], and hence is Artinian (cf., for example, [ZS, p. 203]).

We remark that Theorem 3.6 is a definitive result insofar as Corollary 3.4

and Theorem 3.5 provide equivalent conditions for an indecomposable ring to

satisfy (ZA). The proof of Theorem 3.6 easily generalizes to yield the following

relative version, which we label as Theorem 3.7 (cf. Theorem 3.2).

Theorem 3.7. Suppose R is an Artinian subring of the ring T and assume that

T is a finite direct sum of indecomposable ideals Tex, ... , Ten , where each e¡
is idempotent. Then (R,T) satisfies (ZA) if and only if (Re ¡, Te i) satisfies

(ZA) for each i.

The (ZA)-condition amounts to requiring that each zero-dimensional subring

should be Noetherian. The next result, Proposition 3.8, gives necessary and

sufficient conditions for each Noetherian subring to be zero dimensional or,

equivalently, to be Artinian.

Proposition 3.8. Let S be a ring with prime subring n . Each Noetherian subring

of S is Artinian if and only if n is finite and S is integral over n, hence if and

only if S is hereditarily zero-dimensional.

Proof. If n is finite and S is integral over n, then each Noetherian subring

of S is zero-dimensional, hence Artinian.

Conversely, if each Noetherian subring of S is Artinian, then n is Artinian,

hence finite. We show that S is hereditarily zero-dimensional. Suppose not,

and let /? be a subring of S of positive dimension. Let Pq < Px be prime ideals

of /?, and choose x £ Px - Pq . Then n[x] is a Noetherian subring of S of

positive dimension since x £ (Px n n[x]) - (Po n n[x]). This contradicts the fact
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that n [x] is zero-dimensional. Therefore S is hereditarily zero-dimensional,

and [GH3, Corollary 4.2] shows that S is integral over n .

The question that Proposition 3.8 addresses can also be considered in a rela-

tive context. In this regard, a proof similar to that of (3.8) yields the following

result.

Proposition 3.9. Suppose R is a subring of a Noetherian subring of a ring T.

Then each Noetherian T-overring of R is Artinian if and only if T is zero-

dimensional and T is integral over each Noetherian T-overring of R; if R

itself is Noetherian, this amounts to saying that R is Artinian and T is integral

over R.

A. Closure of the set of Artinian subrings under intersection

If /? is a reduced ring, then it is known that the set of Artinian subrings of

/? is closed under arbitrary intersection. For a general ring /?, it is known that

an arbitrary intersection of zero-dimensional subrings is again zero dimensional

[GH4]. Hence if R satisfies (ZA), then an arbitrary intersection of Artinian

subrings of /? is again Artinian. In this section we show in Example 4.2 that

the set sf of Artinian subrings of /? need not, in general, be closed under finite

intersection, and in Theorem 4.6 we show that sf may be closed under finite

intersection, but not under arbitrary intersection.

Proposition 4.1. Suppose T is an Artinian local ring of the form T = K + M,

where K is a field, M is the maximal ideal of T, and M ^ (0).

(1) If F is a subfield of K and V is an F -submodule of M such that
V2 ç V, then F + V is a zero-dimensional subring of T.

(2) Let F and V be as in the statement of (I). Then F + V is Artinian if

and only if V is a finitely generated vector space over F.

(3) If {Fa} is a family of subfields of K and if, for each a, Va is an Fa-
submodule of M such that V2 ç Va, then f)a(Fa + Va) = (f]Fa) +

(f]Va).

Proof. Statement (1) is clear, and (3) follows because the sum K + M is direct

as a sum of abelian groups. We prove (2). Thus suppose F + V is Artinian.

Since V is nilpotent, a proof similar to that given in the second part of the proof

of Theorem 3.2 shows that F is a finitely generated F-module. Conversely, if

F is a finitely generated F-module, then F + V is a finite-dimensional, hence

Artinian, vector space over F , so F + V is an Artinian ring.

Example 4.2. Suppose T = F(X)[Y]/(Y2) = F(X)+F(X)y, where F is a field

of characteristic zero and y = Y+ (Y2). It is well known (cf., for example, [J, p.

31, Exercise 5]) that F(X2) n F(X2 + X) = F in this case. Hence Proposition

4.1 implies that /?, = F(X2) + F(X)y and R2 = F(X2 + X) + F(X)y are
Artinian subrings of T such that Rx n R2 = F + F(X)y is not Artinian.

It is natural to ask about the converse of part (1) of Proposition 4.1—that

is, to ask for conditions on T in order that each zero-dimensional subring of

T should be of the form F + V. We answer this and a related question in

Proposition 4.3. For ease of reference, we say that a subring of T of the form

F + V, as in part (1) of (4.1), is of splitting type.
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Proposition 4.3. Let T be an Artinian local ring of the form T = K + M, where

K is afield and M ^ (0) is the maximal ideal of T, and let E be a subfield of
K.

(a) The following conditions are equivalent.

(1) Each T-overring of E is of splitting type.

(2) Each zero-dimensional T-overring of E is of splitting type.

(3) K/E is separable algebraic.

(b) Each zero-dimensional subring of T is of splitting type if and only if K is

an absolutely algebraic field. If char F = p ± 0 and K is absolutely algebraic,

then each subring of T is of splitting type.

Proof. For the sake of reference in the proof, we note that if f(X) £ E[X] and

if y = a + n , where a £ K and n £ M, then

(*) f(y) = f(a + n) = f(a) + f'(a)n + hn2,

where h £ E[a, n]CT.
We first prove (a). Clearly (1) implies (2). We show that (2) fails if (3)

fails. Thus, if K is not algebraic over E, we choose a £ K transcendental

over E and n e M - (0). If y = a + n , then it follows from (*) that y is

transcendental over E and that each nonzero element of E[y] is a unit of T.

Therefore E(y) is a zero-dimensional T-overring of E. Since E(y) does not

contain the nilpotent element n , it does not contain y-n = a, and hence E(y)

is not of splitting type. Next we assume that K/E is algebraic but not separable.

Let char F = p ^ 0 ; replacing E by an intermediate field if necessary, we may

assume without loss of generality that K/E is purely inseparable and K ^ E.

We choose a £ K - E of degree pv over E and we choose n £ M - (0) so

that np" = 0. If y = a + n, then ypV = 0, and it follows from (*) that no

polynomial over E of degree less than pv has y as a root. Consequently,

Xp" - yp" is the minimal polynomial for y over E, E[y] ~ E[a], and again

E[a] is a zero-dimensional T-overring of E. The argument given in the case

where K/E is transcendental again applies to show that E[y] is not of splitting

type. This completes the proof that (2) implies (3).
Now assume that condition (3) is satisfied and let /? be a r-overring of

E. Since T/E is integral, /? is zero-dimensional and quasilocal with maximal

ideal Ain/?, and MC\R is nilpotent since M is nilpotent. Hence, in the termi-

nology of [N, p. 13], /? is a complete local ring which may not be Noetherian.

Moreover, since R/(MnR) ç K is separable over E it follows from Theorem

31.9 of [N] that there exists a subfield F of R such that /? = F + (M n /?).
If y e. F and if we write y = a + n , where a £ K and n £ M, then E[y] is

a field. Hence, the kernel of the natural map E[X] —> E[y] is generated by an

irreducible polynomial f(X) £ E[X]. Now (*) implies that f(a) = 0 since

f(a) £ F n M = (0), and hence f(X) is the minimal polynomial for a over

E. However, since K/E is separable, this implies that f'(a) is a unit of T.

The equality n = -f'(a)~xhn2 in T implies that n = 0. Therefore y = a £ K

and F ç K. Therefore R is of splitting type. This completes the proof of (a).

Statement (b) follows immediately from (a) and from the following observa-

tion. If K/Q is algebraic, then by part (i) of Remark 2.5, each zero-dimensional

subring /? of T is quasilocal. The residue field of /? is a subfield of K, and

hence has characteristic 0, so Proposition 2.3 shows that /? contains Q.
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Theorem 4.4. Let T be an Artinian local ring of the form T = K + M, where

K is afield, M is the maximal ideal of T, and M ^ (0). Assume that E is a

subfield of K suchthat K/E is separable algebraic. (Thus each T-overring of

E is of splitting type.)
(1) The set of Artinian T-overrings of E is closed under finite intersection

if and only if for any subfields Ex ,E2 of K containing E and for any finite

extensions Fx, F2 of Ex and E2 in K, FxnF2 is a finite extension of EX(~)E2.
(2) The set of Artinian T-overrings of E is closed under arbitrary intersection

if and only if for each family {Ea}aeA of subfields of K containing E and for

each family {Fa}aeA, where Fa is a finite extension of Ea in K, f)aFa isa

finite extension of f]a Ea.

Proof. We prove (1); the proof of (2) is similar. Thus, suppose first that

[(Fi n F2) : (Fi n F2)] is finite if Fj/Ej is a finite extension for i = 1,2.
If /?i and R2 are Artinian F-overrings of E, then the hypothesis and part

(2) of Proposition 4.1 imply that R¡ = E¡ + V¡, where F, is a subfield of K
containing F and V¡ is a finitely generated F,-submodule of M such that

V2 ç Vi. Moreover, Rx n R2 = (Ex n F2) + (Vx n V2), and we wish to show
that the (Fi n F2)-module VXC\V2 is finitely generated. Thus, let {ra,}¿=1 be

a Ä'-vector space basis for M. Since V¿ is a finite F,-module, there exists a

finite extension field F, of F, in K such that V¡ ç F¡mx + F¡m2-\-h F¡ms,

so Vi n V2 ç (Fi n F2)wi -l-h (Fi n F2)ms, a finitely generated vector space

over Fi nF2. Hence Vi n V2 is also finitely generated, so that Fi n/?2 is again
Artinian, as we wished to show.

To prove the converse, suppose Fi nF2 is not finite dimensional over Fi nF2

for some finite extensions F¡/Ei, i = 1, 2 . Choose m £ M - (0) such that

m2 = 0. Then Ei+Fim and E2+F2m are Artinian F-overrings of F, but their

intersection, (F( DF2) + (Fi r\F2)m , is not Artinian since [(Fi nF2) : (Fi nF2)]
is not finite. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4.

In our next result we use the concept of the Steinitz number of a field al-

gebraic over a finite field [J, Exercise 6, p. 147]. Let {p¡}°Zx be a labeling

of the prime integers. If AT is a field algebraic over the prime field with p

elements, then the Steinitz number associated with the field K is the infinite

tuple (ax, a2, ... , an, ...), where each a¡ is either a nonnegative integer or

the symbol oo, and a¡ is determined as follows. If K contains a field with

pp"i elements, but does not contain a field with pp<+ elements, then a, = n .

If K contains a field with pp" elements for each nonnegative integer n , then

a¡■ = oo . Up to isomorphism, an absolutely algebraic field of characteristic p is

uniquely determined by its Steinitz number. Moreover, given any infinite tuple

(ax, a2, ... , a„, ...), there exists an absolutely algebraic field of characteristic

p having this tuple as its Steinitz number. If F and F are two absolutely

algebraic fields of nonzero characteristic that are both subfields of some field,

then F ç F if and only if ¿>, < c,, for all i £ Z+ , where (bx, b2, ...) is the
Steinitz number of F and (ci, c2, ...) is the Steinitz number of F. More-

over, if F ç F, then F is finite over F if and only if b¡ = c, for all but

finitely many positive integers /, and if b¡ < c¡, then c, < oo—that is, if bt is

finite, then c¡ is also finite. It also readily follows that if Fj and F2 are abso-

lutely algebraic fields of nonzero characteristic that are both subfields of some

field and if F, has Steinitz number (bu, b2i, ...), then the Steinitz number of
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Ex n F2 is (di, d2, ...), where d¡ = min{6i,, b2i). From these observations

it follows that an absolutely algebraic field K of positive characteristic satisfies

the condition in part (1) of Theorem 4.4. We record this fact as Proposition
4.5.

Proposition 4.5. Suppose that K is an absolutely algebraic field of positive char-

acteristic. If Ei and E2 are subfields of K and if F) is a finite extension of E¡

in K for i = 1,2, then Fi n F2 is a finite extension of Exr\E2.

Let A be the field of algebraic numbers. In contrast to the situation for the

algebraic closure of a finite field, we note that the subfields of A do not satisfy

the conclusion of Proposition 4.5. For example, let b be the real cube root

of 2 and let Ç be a complex primitive cube root of unity. The fields Q(b)

and Q(Çb) are formally real, and hence are contained in real closed subfields

Fi and E2 of A [J, Theorem 3, p. 274]. We have A = Ex[i] = E2[i],
so [A : Ei] = [A : E2] = 2. Now Fi ^ E2 because Fi[F2] contains Ç,,
and hence Fi[F2] is not formally real since 1 + C2 + C4 = 0. It follows that
[A : Ei nF2] > 2, and hence [A : F] nF2] = oo [J, Theorem 17, p. 316]. In this
connection, a significant factor that distinguishes A from the algebraic closure

L of a finite field is that each subfield of L is Galois over the prime subfield,

but A fails to satisfy this property. Using basic facts of Galois theory, it can be

shown in general that if F is a subfield of a field F and if each intermediate

field is Galois over F, then the set of subfields of F containing F satisfies the

conclusion of (4.5). Thus, this holds, for example, if F is the abelian closure

of Q.
Using (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain the following result concerning closure of

the set of Artinian subrings under intersection.

Theorem 4.6. Suppose T is an Artinian local ring of the form T = K+M, where

K is an absolutely algebraic field of positive characteristic, M is the maximal

ideal of T, and M ^ (0). Let (ai, a2, ...) denote the Steinitz number of

the field K . Then the set sf of Artinian subrings of T is closed under finite

intersection. Moreover, sf is closed under arbitrary intersection if and only if
only finitely many of the entries üí are not zero. Thus, there exist infinite fields

K for which sf is closed under arbitrary intersection, but the Steinitz number

of such afield K has only finitely many nonzero entries.

Proof. Proposition 4.1 and part (b) of Proposition 4.3 show that sf consists of

all rings F + V , where F is a subfield of K and V is a finitely generated F-

submodule of M such that V2 ç V . Proposition 4.5 and part (1) of Theorem

4.4 then imply that sf is closed under finite intersection.

Assume that infinitely many of the entries a¡ in the Steinitz number of K are

not 0. Let F denote the subfield of K that has Steinitz number (bx, b2, ...)

where b¡ is defined to be 0 if a,■ = 0, and to be 1 if a, ^ 0. Let F, be the
subfield of F that has the same Steinitz number as F except possibly in the iXh

coordinate. If b¡■ = 1, define the iXh coordinate of F, to be 0, while if b,■■ = 0,
define F, to have the same Steinitz number as F, so that E, = F. It is clear

that each F, is a subfield of F over which F is finite algebraic. Moreover,

f)^i Ej = n, the prime subfield of K , and F/n is not a finite extension. Thus,

part (2) of Theorem 4.4 shows that sf is not closed under arbitrary intersection
if the Steintiz number of K has infinitely many nonzero entries.
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For the converse we also use part (2) of Theorem 4.4. Assume that the

Steinitz number of K is such that a, = 0 for all but finitely many i. If F ç F

are subfields of K such that F is finite over F, then as noted above, if the ith

coordinate of the Steinitz number of F is finite, then the ¿th coordinate of the

Steinitz number of F is also finite. It is therefore immediate from properties

of the Steinitz number that the condition in part (2) of Theorem 4.4 is satisfied.

Therefore sf is closed under arbitrary intersection.

5. Rings whose set of Artinian subrings forms a directed family

In [GH3] it is shown that if a ring is the directed union of a family of zero-

dimensional subrings with finite spectra, then it is at least a set-theoretic union of

Artinian subrings, and it is left there as an open question whether such rings are

actually a directed union of Artinian subrings. Of course, if the set of Artinian

subrings forms a directed family, then this follows automatically. We consider

here the problem of determining conditions under which the set of Artinian

subrings forms a directed family. We begin with an example to illustrate the

fact that the set of Artinian subrings of a ring need not be directed.

Example 5.1. Let F be a field and let {Xj}°lx U {T,}^, be a set of elements
that are algebraically independent over F . Define

T = F(XX,X2,...)[YX,Y2,...]/(YX,Y2,...)2,

and let y¡ denote the image of Y¡ in T. Let Rx denote the subfield F(XX, X2,
...) of F, and let F2 = F(Xi +yi, X2+y2,...). Then F2 is also a subfield of
F and T = Ri[R2], the compositum of the subrings Fi and R2. Since Fi and

F2 are Artinian while T is not Artinian, it follows that F is a zero-dimensional

quasilocal ring for which the Artinian subrings do not form a directed family.

Remark 5.2. In connection with Example 5.1, it is interesting to note that since

the ring T is zero-dimensional and quasilocal, it is expressible as a directed
union of a family of Artinian subrings [GH3, Corollary 5.5]. The distinction

here is that in Example 5.1, the family of all Artinian subrings of F is not

directed. The lack of uniqueness of a coefficient field (cf. Remark 5.3) for the

ring F is a reason the Artinian subrings of F fail to form a directed family.

One may also construct a similar example of the form T = K + M, where K

is a field of transcendence degree one over its prime subfield and M2 = (0).

Remark 5.3. Suppose (T, N) is a quasilocal ring that contains a field. A coef-

ficient field for F is a subfield F of F such that T = K + N, or equivalently,
such that K maps surjectively onto the residue field T/N under the canonical

homomorphism of F onto T/N. It is clear that if F is a coefficient field for

F, then F is a maximal subfield of F. If F is a complete local ring having the

same characteristic as its residue field, it is well known that F has a coefficient

field [Ci,Theorem 9]. In particular, if T is an Artinian local ring that contains

a field, then F contains a coefficient field. Cohen also proves the following

results (l)-(3) about coefficient fields of complete local rings [loc. cit., Theorem

10 and corollary].
( 1 ) If (R, M) is a complete local ring having residue field of characteristic

zero, then any maximal subfield of F is a coefficient field, and R has a unique

coefficient field if and only if R/M is algebraic over Q.
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(2) If char F = p > 0 and R/M is perfect, then F has a unique coefficient

field, and this coefficient field is f^Li Rp", where Rp" = {rp" : r £ R} .
(3) If (S, N) is a complete local ring containing a field, if (F, M) is a

complete local subring of S such that N n R = M, and if the field R/M is
perfect and F is a coefficient field for F, then there exists a coefficient field F
for S such that F c F .

(4) With notation and hypothesis as in (3), if S/N is algebraic over R/M,

then the coefficient field F of S containing F is unique. If char S = p > 0,

then this is clear since in this case S admits a unique coefficient field. If

char S = 0, the statement follows by the following argument. Let L be any

coefficient field of S containing F. It follows as in the proof that (3) implies

(1) in Theorem 4.3 that L ç F, and hence L = F , as asserted.

From statements (3) and (4) of Remark 5.3, we obtain the following.

Result 5.4. Suppose (T, N) is a zero-dimensional quasilocal ring containing a

perfect field E such that T is integral over E, or equivalently, such that the

field T/N is algebraic over the canonical image of E. Then T has a unique

coefficient field containing E.

Proof. Let {Ra} be the family of finite integral extensions of F in F. Then

{Ra} is a directed family of Artinian (complete) local rings. The residue field

of Ra is an algebraic extension of F and hence is perfect. It follows from parts

(3) and (4) of Remark 5.3 that there exists a unique coefficient field Fa of Ra

containing F. Moreover, the set {Fa} is a directed family. Since T = (JQ Ra ,

it also follows that K = \Ja Fa is a coefficient field of F and is the unique

coefficient field of F containing F.

Remark 5.5. If T, N, and F are as in Result 5.4 and if F is any F-overring

of F, then from (5.4) it follows that F has a unique expression of the form

F = K + M, where F is a field containing F and M is the maximal ideal of
F (cf. Proposition 4.3).

Theorem 5.6. Suppose (T, N) is a zero-dimensional quasilocal ring containing

a perfect field E suchthat T is integral over E. Then the Artinian T-overrings

of E are closed under finite compositum. In particular, the Artinian T-overrings

of E form a directed family.

Proof. It suffices to show that if F) and R2 are Artinian F-overrings of F,

then Ri[R2] = R is Artinian. By Result 5.4, F = K + N, where F is a
field extension of F, and F, = F, + M,, where F, is a field such that F ç
F, ç K and M¡ is the maximal ideal of F,, / = 1, 2. Since F, is Artinian,
Mi is finite-dimensional as a vector space over F,. Let F = F\ [F2] be the

compositum of the subfields Fi and F2 of F. Since K/E is algebraic, F is

a field. Moreover, if {xo = 1, ... , xr} is a vector space basis for Fi over Fi,

and {yo = i, ■ ■ ■ , ys] is a vector space basis for F2 over F2, then {Xiyj}ri=0sJ=0

is a set of generators for F as an F-module. Therefore F is finite dimensional

as a vector space over F and hence is Artinian.

Corollary 5.7. Suppose (T, N) is zero-dimensional quasilocal ring such that

either (1) T/N is an algebraic extension of Q, or (2) char/ = p, a prime

integer, and T/N is algebraic over a finite field. Then the set of Artinian subrings
of T is closed under finite compositum.
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Proof. In case (1), Proposition 2.3 shows that any Artinian subring of F con-

tains Q. Therefore Theorem 5.6, with Q = F, applies. In case (2), Theorem

5.6 applies with n = F, where n is the prime field with p elements.

Remark 5.8. If (F, N) is a quasilocal ring of characteristic p", where p is

a prime integer and n > 1, then the prime subring n of F is isomorphic to

Z/p"Z, and F admits no subring that is a field or even an integral domain,

so there is no possibility of a coefficient field for F. In this case a coefficient

ring for F is defined to be a zero-dimensional local subring V of F such

that pT is the maximal ideal of V and V/pT = T/N under the canonical

inclusion map of V'fpV into T/N. This definition of a coefficient ring is a

slight modification of the way the term is used by Cohen in [Ci, p. 84], and

agrees with the usage in [N, p. 106]. It is well known that if (F, M) is an

Artinian subring of F, then F has a coefficient ring F' [Cx, Theorem 11, N,

Theorem 31.1]. Cohen also proves the following results about coefficient rings

[Ci, Theorem 13].

(1) If F is a complete local ring of characteristic p" and if the residue

field of F is perfect, then F has a unique coefficient ring F'.

(2) With F as in (1), if S is a complete local ring containing F as a

subring and dominating F, then any coefficient ring S' of S contains
F'.

Result 5.9. Suppose (R, M) is an Artinian local ring of characteristic p" and

R/M is a perfect field of characteristic p . Assume that (T, N) is a quasilocal
extension ring of R such that T is integral over R, or equivalently, such that

T/N is algebraic over R/M. Then T has a coefficient ring V . Moreover, if

S is a T-overring of R, then S has a unique coefficient ring S' and S' is a

subring of T'. In particular, T' is the unique coefficient ring of T.

Proof. Let {Ra} be the directed family of finite integral extensions of F in

F. Each Ra is Artinian with perfect residue field and by Remark 5.8, FQ

has a unique coefficient ring R'a . The set {R'a} is a directed family of finite

extensions of the unique coefficient ring F' of F. Since pR'a is the unique

maximal ideal of R'n for each a, it follows that V = \Ja R'a has maximal ideal

pT' and is an Artinian local PIR. Since T = (jaRa and R'a/pR'a = Ra/pRa

for each a, it follows that T'/pT' = T/N. Therefore V is a coefficient ring

for F. If S is a F-overring of F, then the residue field of S is an algebraic

extension of R/M and hence is perfect. If {Rß} is the directed family of finite

extensions of F in S, then as observed above, each Rß has a unique coefficient

ring R'ß and S' = \Jß R'ß is a coefficient ring of S. By construction, it is clear

that S' is a subring of T . To see that S' is the unique coefficient ring of S,

let S* be a coefficient ring of S. Note that S*/pS* ç S'/pS' by part (4) of
Remark 5.3. It follows that S* ç S' + pS* ç S' + p(S' + pS*) ç S' + p2S*,
and by an easy induction argument that S* ç S' + pnS* = S'. By a symmetric

argument S' C S*, so S' = S*. Therefore S' is the unique coefficient ring of

S.

Theorem 5.10. Suppose (T, N) is a zero-dimensional quasilocal ring of charac-

teristic p" and (R, M) is an Artinian local subring of T suchthat T is integral

over R. Assume that R/M is a perfect field of characteristic p, and denote by
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R' the unique coefficient ring of R. Then the Artinian T-overrings of R' are

closed under finite compositum.

Proof. It suffices to show that if Si and S2 are Artinian F-overrings of R',

then the compositum S = Sx [S2] is Artinian. Since F is integral over F' and

F is integral over F, F is integral over S. Therefore S is quasilocal. By

Result 5.9, S has a unique coefficient ring S'. Moreover, if S'¡ is the unique

coefficient ring of S,, then S¡ ç S' by Result 5.9. Therefore S[[S'2] ç S'.
Moreover, the field S'/pS' is the compositum of its subfields S[/pS'x and

S'2/pS'2. It follows that S' ç Si[S2]+pS' and hence that S' ç Si[S2]+p'S' for
each positive integer i. Since p"S' = (0), we conclude that S' = S[[S'2]. To

show S is Artinian, it suffices to show that S is a finitely generated S'-module,

and for this it suffices to show S'[Si] and S'[S2] are finitely generated S'-

modules. By symmetry, it is enough to show that S'[Si] is a finitely generated

S'-module. Let Mi denote the maximal ideal of Si and let {xi,..., xn} be

a finite set of generators for M{ as an ideal of the Artinian ring Si. We show

that S'[Si] = S'[xi, ... ,xn]. Since S[ ç S' and S. = S[ +My, we have

Si ç S' + Mi = S' + xxSi +■■■ + xnSi.

Substituting for Si in the right-hand side of this expression and iterating, we

see that

SiCS'[xi,...,xn] + Mk,

for each positive integer k. Since Mx is nilpotent, it follows that S'[SX] =

S'[xx,..., xn], a finitely generated S'-module, as we wished to show. This

completes the proof of Theorem 5.10.

Since a hereditarily zero-dimensional ring has absolutely algebraic residue

fields [GH3, Corollary 4.3], we have the following corollary of (5.7) and (5.10).

Corollary 5.11. Suppose T is a hereditarily zero-dimensional ring with Spec F

finite. Then the set sf of Artinian subrings of T is directed, and in fact, sf is

closed under finite compositum.

Proof. T is a finite direct sum F¡ © • • • © Tn , where F, as a ring is hereditarily

zero-dimensional and quasilocal. Let F and S be Artinian subrings of F and

let E be the set of idempotent elements of F. If F and S contain F, then

R = Ri © • • • © Rn and S = Si © • • • © S„ , where F, and S, are subrings of F,
for 1 < / < n. Corollary 5.7 and Theorem 5.10 show that Ri[S¡] is Artinian for

each /, so Fi[Si] © • • ■ © Rn[Sn] = R[S] is Artinian. In the general case, since

F is finite, the argument just given shows that (F[S])[F], the compositum of

R[E] and S[E], is Artinian. But since (F[S])[F] is a finite integral extension

of R[S], it follows from Eakin's Theorem [E] that R[S] is also Artinian.
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